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What is SEO?SEO is a Stool with 3 Legs
*On Page Optimization
*Off Page Optimization
*Social Media Activity

Who are you? 
What do you do? 
Where are you located (where do you service customers)? 

ON PAGE OPTIMIZATION
On page optimization consists of consistent updates to the content and coding of your
website that answer three basic questions: 

1.
2.
3.

Search
Engine
Optimization



What is SEO?SEO is a Stool with 3 Legs
*On Page Optimization
*Off Page Optimization
*Social Media Activity

BE RELEVANT
Content is king. 

OFF PAGE OPTIMIZATION
Off page optimization is activity that is content that you can create such as articles,
posts, press releases, and infographics and post all over the internet in literally endless
places…. And then link back to your website. Off page optimization is a constant and
steady process of making your website the most RELEVANT source of information
related to what you do. 

1.
2.



What is SEO?SEO is a Stool with 3 Legs
*On Page Optimization
*Off Page Optimization
*Social Media Activity

SOCIAL MEDIA (as it relates to SEO)
*FACEBOOK
*INSTAGRAM
*YOUTUBE
*GOOGLE
*LINKEDIN



What is SEO?
PROs CONs

*It takes time (when done properly)
*It's like riding a bike uphill with no
brakes...don't stop pedaling.
*Initially, it is expensive.
*It's Non-Stop

*Perception - Consumers believe if you
show up, you must be better,
*OVER TIME, SEO is cheapest way to
create new customers.
*SEO can stabilize PPC costs.
*You can compete against bigger
competition.

*68% of Online Experiences begin with a Search Engine.
*Google holds a 91% market share 
*75% of People never scroll past 1st page of Search Engines



The Importance of a Website
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*79% of shoppers say
they trust online reviews
as much as personal
recommendations. 
(Google is the most popular online
review platform. 59% of consumers
use it to read reviews.)

*54.7% of consumers read at least
four reviews before buying a
product.













www.valormarketingllc.com/valor-cares
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